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Waxworks and Wordless Women

The Jack the Ripper Museum

Claire Hayward

The East End of London is home to a myriad of diverse, community-led, and
radical histories. It has been the birthplace, workplace, and home of activists
in the past and remains so today; Mary Wollstonecraft, Sylvia Pankhurst, and
Henrietta Barnett are among those who have left their mark and legacy in this
corner of London. It was in the East End that the Match Girls Strike took place in
1888 and inspired unionization across the country.1 The East End was also the site of
the Battle of Cable Street in October 1936, when locals refused to let Oswald
Mosley and his British Union of Fascists pass through.2

Now in the twenty-first century, Cable Street has become the site of controversy
with the opening of the Jack the Ripper Museum (2015). Planning permission had
been granted byTower Hamlets council for ‘‘the first women’s museum in the UK,’’
which promised to ‘‘analyse the social, political and domestic experience of women
from the time of the boom in growth in the East End in the Victorian period
through the waves of immigration to the present day.’’3 Such a museum would
have provided a much-needed and long-overdue addition to London’s public
history scholarship. Instead, the institution was revealed to be the Jack the Ripper
Museum—a site dedicated not to women’s history but to the anonymous murderer
of women. There were local, media, and online campaigns to halt the opening of
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1 For details on the strike and its impact, see Louise Raw, Striking a Light: The Bryant and May
Matchwomen and Their Place in History (London: Continuum Press, 2009).

2 See David Rosenberg, ‘‘‘The Battle of Cable Street’—75 Years on,’’ History Workshop Online,
January 8, 2011, http://www.historyworkshop.org.uk/cable-street75/.

3 The planning application is no longer available online. The author of this review included
details of and a link to this application when available in 2015. See Claire Hayward, ‘‘Jack the Ripper
Museum,’’ November 19, 2015, http://ncph.org/history-at-work/jack-the-ripper-museum/.
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the museum, and indeed to force its closure permanently.4 Although ultimately
unsuccessful, the protests brought the topics of women’s public history, and acts of
violence against women in the past and present, to a mainstream audience.

There has long been a fascination with the identity of the person who murdered
(at least) five women in the East End of London in 1888, the same year that the
Match Girls Strike took place. He was not caught, nor has he been officially
identified since. His identity has been the focus of journalists, historians, and
Ripperologists, as well as explored in popular culture (for example, Alan Moore’s
graphic novel From Hell and the 2001 film of the same name) since the late nine-
teenth century.5 His identity has also been the topic of walking tours and heritage
tourism, which remain popular (although not unchallenged) in the East End.6

The website of the Jack the Ripper Museum announces that it differs from
existing heritage tourism and popular culture, stating, ‘‘for the first time it tells the
story of the man known as ‘Jack the Ripper’ from the perspective of six of the
women who were his victims.’’7 Yet the focus rarely goes beyond the identity of
‘‘Jack.’’ Additionally, the museum fails to link the history of the anonymous mur-
derer to the lives of the women he murdered and the broader context of life and
society in late nineteenth-century London with the sensitivity that it requires. The
key shortcoming of the museum is in the interpretive methods employed. The
museum relies on myth and morbid imagination to sew a patchy narrative together;
it lacks the information required to teach visitors much about Jack the Ripper, his
victims, or the historical context in which they lived.

Each of the rooms is a re-creation: of Mitre Square, where Catherine Eddowes,
one of the victims was found; of ‘‘Jack’s Living Room’’; of a Victorian police room;
of a victim’s bedroom; and of a mortuary. There is no clear indication of what is
‘‘real’’ or ‘‘authentic’’ and what is an imagined interpretation. There are few his-
torical artifacts. Instead, the narrative is represented through an attempt to re-create
the atmosphere of scenes relating to the murders. The lack of context (and indeed,
content) across the museum means that visitors view these re-created scenes as

4 The mainstream British press covered the backlash and protests against the museum. See,
for example, Hardeep Matharu, ‘‘Jack the Ripper Museum Sparks Backlash after It Emerges Site
Originally Meant to Celebrate Women over the Past 150 Years,’’ Independent, July 29, 2015. See details
of on-site protests and an online petition at Barnaby Lewis, ‘‘Jack the Ripper Museum Protest,’’ 38

Degrees, August 5, 2015, https://home.38degrees.org.uk/2015/08/05/jack-the-ripper-museum-
protest/.

5 See William D. Rubinstein, ‘‘The Hunt for Jack the Ripper,’’ History Today, May 2000, 10;
Alexandra Warwick and Martin Willis, eds., Jack the Ripper: Media, Culture, History (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2007); Alan Moore and Eddie Campbell, From Hell (London:
Knockabout Comics, 2000); and From Hell, film directed by Albert Hughes and Allen Hughes (Los
Angeles: 20th Century Fox, 2001).

6 See David Cunningham, ‘‘Living in the Slashing Grounds: Jack the Ripper, Monopoly Rent and
the New Heritage,’’ in Warwick and Willis, eds., Jack the Ripper: Media, Culture, History, pp. 159–175;
and Tansy Hopkins, ‘‘How the Jack the Ripper Industry Distorts London’s East End,’’ Guardian,
August 4, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/aug/04/jack-the-ripper-industry-distort-
london-east-end-prostitution-cable-street-museum, for discussions on Jack the Ripper tourism.

7 Jack the Ripper Museum, http://www.jacktherippermuseum.com/.
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a fragmented narrative, without learning about the lives and experiences of the
women or the immediate historical context in which they lived and died. The layout
and interpretive methods also contribute to a focus on Jack; the mystery and mag-
nitude of who Jack was takes precedence over his victims and the lives they lived.
Indeed, fiction takes precedence over fact. Visitors are asked to solve the mystery of
Jack, to find out who he might have been, rather than find out who the women he
killed were. Entering the second floor of the museum, a panel explains that the room
‘‘is how Jack the Ripper’s sitting room might have looked. Some believe that he was
a professional man with a knowledge of anatomy.’’ It asks the visitor, ‘‘Can you find
any clues to the identity of the Ripper in this comfortable room?’’

There are three panels that attempt to put Jack the Ripper’s history into a broader
context of social change in the late nineteenth century. Visitors find these panels as
they reach the end of the tour and, if over the age of sixteen, head down to the
‘‘mortuary.’’ Panels on ‘‘Health,’’ ‘‘Change in the East End,’’ and ‘‘Housing’’ do little
to make up for a lack of context elsewhere and pay minimal attention to women’s
history and the lives of Jack’s victims. Much of the wording reads as what might be
described as ‘‘poverty porn’’: a voyeuristic, almost titillating, view of the poor and
their lives. A lack of historical detail even in contextual panels leaves the visitor with
no better understanding of who lived in the East End of London in the lateVictorian
period, why they lived in poverty, what attempts were made by society to improve
the living standards of the poor, and how this relates to the East End today.

In the rooms themselves, contextual information ranges from inaccurate to
offensive. Although the exact number of victims of Jack the Ripper is unknown,
historians generally accept that he murdered five women: Mary Ann Nicholls,
Annie Chapman, Elizabeth Stride, Catherine Eddowes, and Mary Jane Kelly. One
of the first things that visitors see as they enter the museum is a wall titled ‘‘The
Murdered Women,’’ with the names of nine women, the dates of their deaths, and
the locations they were found. These women include the ‘‘canonical five’’ victims,
as well as four others. There is, however, no information to explain why the
museum has identified nine victims, nor indeed any indication that there is debate
among Ripperologists about the number of victims.8

The ‘‘canonical five’’ are, however, profiled on the top floor of the museum. This
floor is set up as a re-creation of a ‘‘victim’s bedroom,’’ with short biographies and
photographs of the ‘‘canonical five’’ and an explanatory panel titled ‘‘The Women,’’
which again names nine victims. This is the only place where the visitor is afforded
an opportunity to learn about the women themselves. The panel explains that ‘‘the
women killed by Jack the Ripper were unlucky in their lives as well as their terrible
deaths’’ and goes on to describe them as ‘‘the poorest of the poor, members of the
social underclass’’ who, ‘‘like many such women in Victorian London had become

8 For a recent discussion of the ‘‘canonical five’’ and other potential victims of Jack the Ripper,
see Stewart P. Evans and Donald Rumblelow, Jack the Ripper: Scotland Yard Investigates (Stroud:
History Press, 2013), eBook.
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addicted to alcohol.’’ Poverty and prostitution are the key themes in this panel and
in this room. They are the only lenses through which these women’s lives are
viewed. These women are nothing more than victims; victims who, the panel
posits, could have acted to avoid their deaths. The final paragraph asks, ‘‘Could the
murdered women have avoided their terrible fate?’’ That it next asks ‘‘Should more
have been done to help them when they were alive?’’ does not detract from such
blatant victim blaming and highlights yet another missed opportunity. The exhibit
provides no explanation of what was (or was not) done to help women who were in
need of help. Additionally, the methods and tone of interpretation do not portray
the victims as individuals; it is impossible to separate their experiences and lives
from one another. There are two characters in this museum narrative: ‘‘Jack’’ (lead
character) and ‘‘The Women’’ (supporting character).

Elsewhere in the museum, missing context results in abstracted narratives and
potentially harmful representations. In the Mitre Square room, the first that visitors
enter, a single panel describes the scene:

The scene is set in Mitre Square, where the 6th victim, Catherine Eddowes
was killed. Her horribly mutilated body was discovered by a policeman, P. C.
Edward Watkins, on his regular night patrol.

The room is mostly empty, a re-creation of a London street where the visitor is
confronted with two waxworks. One represents Catherine Eddowes, the other
a police officer. In an attempt to ‘‘re-create’’ the atmosphere surrounding the
discovery of Eddowes’s body, the curators provide little contextual information
to guide visitors through this scene.

This lack of context is not new to representations of Jack the Ripper in public
history and heritage tourism. David Cunningham has argued that in displays fea-
turing Jack the Ripper at London’s Madame Tussaud’s and the London Dungeon,
his victims ‘‘appear in a compressed narrative: a living woman standing under
a streetlamp, a dead woman lying on the ground.’’ The placing of the victims on
a set recognizable as a generic, dark Victorian street (much like the Mitre Square
room) means they are ‘‘safely abstracted from the specificities of place, in a way that
is common to the contextless display of the theme park or museum reconstruc-
tion.’’9 The same is true of the women at the Jack the Ripper Museum: they are
removed from context, place, and, moreover, individuality.

The lack of context at the museum also has the potential to be more serious and
harmful than merely inaccurate or abstract. On the wall opposite the two wax-
works is a replica of graffiti that was left at the scene of Eddowes’s murder: ‘‘The
Juwes are the men that will not be blamed for nothing.’’ Police, fearful of anti-
Semitic rioting, swiftly removed the writing, although it’s exact meaning was and
remains unknown.10 There is, however, no explanation of this in the Mitre

9 Cunningham, ‘‘Living in the Slashing Ground,’’ 162.
10 Rubinstein, ‘‘Hunt for Jack the Ripper.’’
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Square re-creation. Indeed, there is no information to explain to visitors why
there is anti-Semitic graffiti on the wall, or why it was painted at the scene of one of
the Ripper murders. The inclusion of this graffiti without contextual information,
such as who was suspected of carrying out the murders and why, or what life was
like for Jewish communities in the East End, is a significant missed opportunity and
demonstrates the sensationalized nature of the museum’s interpretation.

The graffiti is another example of how violence—violent words, violent acts, vio-
lent images—permeates the Jack the Ripper Museum. Shouts of ‘‘Murder! Murder!’’
ring from the Mitre Square room as soon as you enter the museum; the waxwork of
a murdered woman lies on the floor in the same room; newspaper clippings reporting
the women’s deaths cover the hallways; the tour ends in a mortuary. This museum
does not tell the history of women’s lives, but of their violent deaths. As Fern Riddell
has argued, the museum’s narrative presents nothing more than ‘‘nameless violence
inflicted on nameless women.’’11 The violence that women have faced in history, and
continue to face today, is a vital topic for public history to discuss, but doing so
requires context, explanation, and a sensitive and considered approach.

The glorification of violence against women was a key criticism leveled by
protesters at the Jack the Ripper Museum in August 2015. Some protest placards
included statistics relating to violence that women face today. Another stated that,
‘‘We will not end men’s violence against women by celebrating murderous misog-
yny.’’ Protesters voiced their opposition to the museum through petitions, placards,
protests, and positive counterprojects. One such counterproject is the East End
Women’s Museum (EEWM). The EEWM, founded by Sara Huws and Sarah Jack-
son, aims to do what the Jack the Ripper Museum does not: represent the histories
and voices of women of the East End of London.12

The EEWM represents a direct challenge and a positive reaction to the opening
of the Jack the Ripper Museum. It is an alternative to the Jack the Ripper Museum in
its aims and style: it is not a physical museum, but rather both an idea and—
eventually—will be a mobile museum of displays that can be taken to different
locations.13 In its aim to ‘‘create connections between past and present by centering
women in the stories of East London’s history, not only for major historic experi-
ences, but in the experience of daily life,’’ it intends to fill a significant gap in
London’s—and the United Kingdom’s—public history, where there is less focus
on community- and identity-based museums than in the United States.14 Moreover,
the EEWM has made intersectionality a key focus of its work: it intends to ‘‘share

11 Fern Riddell, ‘‘Jack the Ripper Museum: This Shock Attraction Left Me Sick to My Stomach,’’
Telegraph, October 12, 2015, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/11926093/Jack-the-
Ripper-Museum-London-shock-attraction-left-me-horrified.html.

12 See East End Women’s Museum, http://eastendwomensmuseum.org/, and Sarah Jackson,
‘‘Making a Home for Women’s History in London’s East End,’’ History Workshop Online, April 17,
2016, http://www.historyworkshop.org.uk/making-a-home-for-womens-history-in-londons-east-
end/.

13 Jackson, ‘‘Making a Home for Women’s History in London’s East End.’’
14 Ibid.
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the voices of women whose stories have been further pushed to the margins’’ and
include the histories of women of color, working-class women, sex workers, and
LGBTQ women, among many others. The inclusion of diverse voices and histories
in this way is integral to the development of women’s public history.

The EEWM, in collaboration with local group Eastside Community Heritage,
staged a temporary exhibition at Whitechapel Idea Store during March–April 2016.
We’re Not Finished! was a small-scale display that told the history of women and
protest in east London. The panels that made up the exhibition, ‘‘We’re Not Fin-
ished: Campaigning for Women’s Rights since 1883,’’ ‘‘Women’s Working Rights:
The Issues Faced,’’ and ‘‘Activism in the East End’’ drew parallels between the
history of women in the East End and the present social and economic climate
of the area and the women who live and work there. The exhibition presented
a connection between the past, present, and future of women’s lives in the East End
of London.

We’re Not Finished! stood in stark contrast to the hopeless, nameless women
represented at the Jack the Ripper Museum. The EEWM display directly addressed
the issue of the Jack the Ripper Museum and the subsequent protests from which it
emerged. The ‘‘Activism in the East End’’ panel included a quotation from Dr. Lisa
Mckenzie of the Close the Ripper Campaign on what the Jack the Ripper Museum
should have been: ‘‘this museum was s’pose to be there to celebrate suffragettes,
match girls, the Bangladeshi women that physically fought off skin heads in the
nineteen seventies in Brick Lane who stood there and went no it’s not happening.’’
Alongside Dr. Mckenzie’s, the voices of other women were heard and seen; broad
contextual information was surrounded by images of women protesters and quo-
tations from expert women. Visiting this display immediately after the Jack the
Ripper Museum made the voices of women, their lives and experiences, seem even
more distant and remote at the Ripper Museum.

Both the Jack the Ripper Museum and the EEWM have emerged at a time when
discussions about women’s public history have reached a mainstream audience in
the United Kingdom. The visibility of women in public culture and history was
widely debated when the Bank of England announced that it would replace a por-
trait of Elizabeth Fry, the only woman (apart from the Queen) currently featured on
a British note, with one of Winston Churchill on the five pound bill. In response to
this, activist Caroline Criado-Perez led a campaign to ensure that women would be
represented on British currency.15 Over thirty-six thousand people signed the
petition, and as a result Jane Austen will appear on the ten pound note beginning
in 2017. More recently, Criado-Perez and feminist groups such as Warp & Weft have
led campaigns to commemorate more women with public statues.16 Public aware-
ness of women’s history is likely to reach an even wider audience in 2018, when

15 Caroline Criado-Perez, ‘‘We Need Women on British Banknotes,’’ Change.org, https://www
.change.org/p/we-need-women-on-british-banknotes.

16 See Criado-Perez, ‘‘Put a Statue of a Suffragette in Parliament Square to Mark 100 Years of
Female Suffrage,’’ Change.org, https://www.change.org/p/westminster-council-put-a-statue-of-a-
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projects and exhibitions will mark the centenary of the Representation of the
People Act, which granted property-owning women over the age of thirty the right
to vote. These are positive and potentially powerful developments in women’s
public history. As UK public history begins to illustrate and represent the lives of
women, it is necessary to represent difficult and traumatic pasts too. A museum
that actually tells the history of women in the Victorian East End and gives voice to
the victims of Jack the Ripper would be incredibly valuable. As Julia Laite has
argued, ‘‘we do need a resource that draws in tourists and rescues these five women
from their current historical fate: frozen in time beneath a Victorian gaslight, or
captured in black and white on a coroner’s table, on one tragic night.’’17 The Jack the
Ripper Museum is not that resource. Indeed, it emphasizes and reasserts rather
than challenges this historical fate.

For opposing reasons, the Jack the Ripper Museum and the EEWM serve as
reminders that women should be at the front and center of women’s public history.
It should be women’s stories, from women’s perspectives, that connect with wo-
men’s communities today. The Jack the Ripper Museum has failed in this. The
representation of women at the Jack the Ripper Museum is much the same as the
waxwork of Catherine Eddowes: lifeless, wordless, passive. Women are no more
than victims with a small part to play in the more interesting history of an anon-
ymous man. Women’s history has fought too long and too hard for this to be an
acceptable representation of women in public history. It is disappointing that
a space that was intended for the representation of women’s lives and histories
has been used in this way. It is frustrating that topics such as women’s lives, sex
work, poverty, the working class, and East End communities, which would be
valuable and challenging subjects for a museum to engage, have been sidelined for
an anonymous man. The museum serves as a dire change to Virginia Woolf’s
(paraphrased) assertion that for most of history, Anonymous was a woman.18

� � � � �

Claire Hayward is a lecturer in history at a further education college in Hampshire,
England. She has a PhD in History from Kingston University, London. She is
interested in histories of gender and sexuality, and how they are accessed by the
public.

17 Julia Laite, ‘‘Jack the Ripper’s victims deserve to be commemorated. But like this?,’’ Guardian,
July 31 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/31/jack-ripper-museum-victims-
women.

18 Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s Own and Three Guineas (New York: Harper Collins, 2014), 47.
Woolf’s line from A Room of One’s Own, ‘‘I would venture to guess that Anon, who wrote so many
poems without signing them, was often a woman,’’ is often misquoted, or rather paraphrased, as, ‘‘for
most of history, Anonymous was a woman.’’
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